Make your warehouse processes transparent and efficient with SAP EWM
EWM - the new logistics solution by SAP®

EWM (Extended Warehouse Management), the new warehouse module by SAP®, is the strategic successor of the SAP® software WM (Warehouse Management).

Compared to its predecessor SAP WM, SAP EWM offers a far greater range of functions - this means more possibilities for you to map your own processes in the standard system. If EWM is in use, other SAP SCM (Supply Chain Management) products such as SAP TM (Transportation Management) or SAP Yard Logistics can also be integrated.

In addition, the processing of orders with complex cross-docking processes and the detailed execution of special packing and shipping logic can be adapted individually. It is furthermore possible to use SAP EWM as an integrated solution in SAP ERP and SAP S/4HANA for warehouses and storage areas of any size and process requirement.

SAP EWM consulting and add-ons for an optimized and transparent warehouse management!

New demands placed on logistics

New requirements in production require adjustments to warehouse structures. As a result, the introduction of a warehouse management system or the adaptation of the existing IT infrastructure is recommended for the efficient management of inventories. The SAP partner Flexus is relying on warehouse management with SAP® to make processes more transparent and productive.

Within the framework of SAP® Warehouse Management, not only the warehouse position of the various materials and articles in high-bay warehouses or small parts warehouses are managed, but also the complete processes along the supply chain. This makes it possible for you to control and monitor all goods movements within the warehouse in order to achieve a transparent material flow.
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Consulting & Migration from WM to EWM

In order to ensure the seamless operation of your internal logistics processes even after the official end of the maintenance period for SAP WM, we focus not only on the new implementation but also on supporting a smooth migration from SAP WM to SAP EWM. Your existing solutions will be future-proofed by our many years of consulting expertise.
Sustainable warehouse management with SAP EWM

Services of Flexus AG for your EWM introduction

- EWM introduction with EWM consulting and development
- Optimization of existing warehouse structures in SAP EWM
- Support during the migration from WM to EWM with Flexus implementation tools
- Connection of warehouse control systems (integration of semi-automatic narrow-aisle forklifts, connection of AKL [automatic small parts warehouse], conveyor technology)

SAP EWM Add-Ons by Flexus - Your solution for optimized EWM processes

- Mobile EWM apps and guidance system for EWM
- Transport / Tugger Train Guidance System for SAP EWM
- Integration of automated guided vehicle systems
- Connection of high-bay warehouses with semi-automatic narrow-aisle forklifts
- Packing table and yard management for EWM
- EWM key figures & warehouse dashboard
- Graphical warehouse planning with Route Optimizer
- Virtual Logistics with 3D real-time tracking & simulation

Flexus Solutions for SAP EWM

- Mobile solutions for SAP EWM
- Material Guidance System for SAP EWM
- Connection of AGVs and tugger trains
- Yard Management with SAP EWM
- High-bay warehouse / conveyor technology
Flexus AG is your competent consulting and development company for the process-oriented implementation of SAP® logistics solutions.

As a certified SAP® partner, we have a long-standing expertise in the field of intralogistics.

The Flexus solutions for SAP® intralogistics include FLX-Yard Management, the FLX-Transport-/Forklift Guidance System, the comprehensive portfolio for mobile data collection and the integration of the mail order business.